Manager Software and Recording 2004 Price List
Revised 03/01/05

Standard Concert:
$15 first CD, $10 addtl
$20 first DVD/VHS, $15 addtl
TMEA, NTCA Shows:
CD $20ea, VHS/DVD $25ea

CD Duplication:
01-50 - $5ea
51-75 - $4ea
76-99 - $3ea
100+ - $2ea
add $.25/disk per label
add $.50/disk per DVD or jewel case
add $.25/disk per assembly

DVD Duplication:
1-50 - $5ea
51-75 - $4.50ea
76-99 - $4ea
100+ - $3.50ea
add $.25/disk per label
add $.50/disk per DVD case
add $.25/disk per assembly

VHS/DV/8mm/Hi-8 to DVD transfer:
$25 per hour of video transferred
includes label, DVD case, no menu
add $15 for menu (with 4 chapters)
add $10 for each addtl 4 chapters
add $5 for custom menu graphic and/or sound (supplied)

Audio/Video Editing:
$100/hour flat rate (charged in 15 minute increments)
Duplication prices apply to finished media
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Photography and Portraiture:
$100/hour flat rate (30 minute minimum)
Time count includes drive time
15 minutes to clean and retouch each picture (I take requests, too)
Digital negatives are $25/picture without prints (free with prints)
Prints:
8x10 and below - $25 for 1st sheet and $15 per additional sheet
11x14 to 12x18 - $40 for 1st sheet and $20 per additional sheet
16x20 - $60 for the first and $30 each for each additional print
20x24 or 20x30 - $70 for the first and $35 for each additional print
24x30 or 24x36 - $80 for the first and $40 for each additional print
Larger prints will be quoted individually after the shoot and based upon market value
An 8x10 sheet may be divided:
1 8x10
2 5x7s
3 4x6s
4 4x5s
1 5x7 and 4 2.5x3.5 wallets
8 2.5x3.5 wallets

Personal Paparazzi Service:
$200 for 1st 2 hours, $100/hr after with all photos cleaned and provided on CD-Rom or DVD-Rom.
Printing license included for unlimited copies of all prints as long as they are not used commercially, for
advertising, or for profit.
Can not be used for weddings, but great for parties, retirements, sports teams, plays and theatre, etc.

Senior Portrait Prices:
$200 package - up to 60 minute shoot (additional time extra), 2 outfits, 4 8x10 sheets, up to 2 poses
cleaned and retouched.
$50 for every 2 8x10 sheets afterwards (up to 2 poses)
$25 each for digital negatives

Weddings:
$2500 for COMPLETE Wedding and Videography Package
All photos (before, during, after) cleaned on CD-Rom or DVD-Rom (Retouching costs extra time).
1 Camera Video start to finish, 3 copies of DVD with menus and chapter marks
Video edited with smooth transitions and credits
1 Video montage (stills with background music) included (beginning or end)
5 hours "flex" time for any services including additional prints or retouching
Bridal Portraits (1 hour sitting) and Engagement/Newspaper headshots (1 hour sitting) INCLUDED
8x10 and below count as 15 minutes each, 11x14 to 12x18 count as 30 minutes each
16x20+ count as 60 minutes each
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